
We are due for another relatively quiet start to the week, as US stock and
bond markets remain closed for the long-weekend bank holiday. In terms of
data from Europe on Monday, we got a June CPI reading from Switzerland
before market open, which came in at 0.5% m/m vs 0.3% forecasts and 3.4%
y/y vs 3.2% expectations. The rest of the day is set to be quiet on the
economic data front.
Moving on, the Reserve Bank of Australia will make their latest monetary
policy decision in the early hours of Tuesday morning - the central bank
expected by markets to hike rates in the region from 0.85% to 1.35%, after
already increasing by 50bp last month. 
On Wednesday the EU will release its quarterly economic forecasts - this
report will include forecasts for EU member states over the next two years.
Wednesday evening will also see the release of the minutes from the
Federal Reserve's June meeting. We will then get the same from the
European Central Bank on Thursday.
Finally, on Friday we are due to get the US' Non-Farm Payrolls figure,
expected at +275k jobs. This figure records the change in the number of
employed people during the previous month, excluding industries such as
farming and the military. The US Unemployment Rate is also due and is
forecast at 3.6%, in line with the prior three months.
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04/07/2022 - US Bank Holiday
05/07/2022 - RBA Rate Decision
06/07/2022 - EU Economic Forecasts
06/07/2022 - Fed meeting minutes

Market Moves

Equities: European markets are trading higher this morning, the
main indices between 0.25% and 0.5% stronger. Energy is leading
the charge higher on Monday, the sector up by 2.9% within the
EuroStoxx50 index and bouncing somewhat from its June sell-off.
Unexpected news aside, equities should see lower volumes and
volatility today as the US stays closed for its 4th of July bank holiday.
Asian equities were mixed overnight, China recorded a jump in
Covid infections with eastern cities now looking to reimpose
restrictions.
The VIX is at $27.80 at the time of writing, still well contained in its
wedge pattern of recent months.
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Commodities: Precious metals are rallying on Monday, gold up 0.3% to
$1,807 after last week briefly touching its lowest prices since January.
Oil prices are flat to lower this morning as traders digest concerns over a
possible global economic slowdown, along with underlying supply
tightness. Supply concerns remain an ongoing feature, as Libya faces
further disruption due to escalating unrest, some Norwegian oil workers
go on strike, and OPEC struggles to make its newly increased production
quotas. Brent Crude oil is currently at $111.20, WTI Crude at $107.95.

Fixed income: Bond market volatility continued last week, yields across
the board fell amid the recent softening in rate hike expectations for next
year and also with concerns growing about a global economic slowdown.
Investors have shown some worries since Jerome Powell recently spoke of
the Fed's "unconditional" commitment to reining in inflation while also
acknowledging the risk of pushing the US economy into recession.
In Europe, the benchmark German 10yr yield got below 1.2% late last
week, before rebounding slightly this morning. The US 10yr similarly
traded as low as 2.79% on Friday, set to reopen tomorrow afternoon.

Currencies: The US Dollar advanced once again last week, the
greenback now over 8% higher vs Euro YTD and over 10% higher vs
Sterling. While USD volatility will remain lower throughout today, the
Dollar index is trading near its multi-decade highs and has the
potential to see a strong move higher should this area of resistance
be broken.

Ryanair
Ryanair had its busiest month ever last month, as the budget airline flew
15.9 million passengers, up 203% from just 5.3m during June 2021 and
topping a previous record set in May of this year. The airline's load factor,
which measures the percentage of available seating capacity that has been
filled, hit 95% last month for the first time since the start of the pandemic.
This was up from May's 92%, with Ryanair operating over 88,500 flights over
the month. The load factor reached 96% a month before the pandemic and
a robust 97% in June 2019.
Ryanair are now expecting to fly 165 million individuals in their fiscal year
which ends in March 2023, and plan to fly 15% more passengers this
summer than during the same time in 2019. The firm's previous record was
149 million passengers within a fiscal year, having flown 100m in the year to
March 2022.


